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1.2.

Periodically execute cleaning of the other parts and

retiqhteninq of main circuit and auxiliary circuit

contacts.

Motor inspections

Inspection items, periods, investigation items, and treatment

are listed in the following.

vibrations, and execute the following the causes.

checks in case of abnormalities.

(1)Confirm  foundation and installation.

(2)Confirm the centerinq  accuracy

of the direct  couplrng.

(3)Check for transmission of vibrations

from the coupler.

(4)Check for bearing damage and abnormal *Exchanae the

noise of bearing.

(5)Check for severe noise or vibrations

from gear or the belt.

(6)Check for abnormalities of the cooling

(7)Check for abnormalities of the cont-

2. Temperature rise Monthly *Check for abnormal bearinq temperatures.

The normal temperature is about 10 to 40

'C above the ambient temperature.

*Check for changes of the motor frame

temperature from the normal conditron,

and rn case of abnormalrties  execute

the followlnq  checks.

(l)*Verlfy  that the coolinq fan is running *Exchange the

normally and that the fan belt is not belt.

torn.

(2)Check for clogging of the filter and *Execute

the protectlon net at the coolIn air cleaning.

suction  port and for normal air flow

from the outlet.

(3)Check  for abnormal load Increase. *Refer to item

2 of trouble-

shooting
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2 of trouble-

3. Insulation resistance *Check for

value. resistance. Separate the connection to

the control unit, and measure with a

mcg~lcr between  all circuits toqether

and earth.

(A value of 1 Mf or more with a 500 V

the commutator side in shaft direction the causes

and inspect the sparklnq condition. in case of

(Sparks No.3 or less under rated load _ sparks No.5

and No.4 or less under peak load present or more.

no problems.) (Refer to

5. Brushes *Remove the brush push lever and check *Exchange the

the brush wear.

(Refer to

item 3-3.)

*Check all brushes. Pay attention to the

brush direction.

1 *Exchange for new brushes in case of

wear  to 3mm below the lead rnstalla-

tion fitting.(Wear within 5mm/lOOOh is

normal.)

*Check for other abnormalities.

! (1)Check

*Remove carbon

f or good contact between brush dust from the

and brush holder. brush holder

"Check for absence of brush cracks and and around thf

breaks, and check for smooth movement. c o m m u t a t o r  by

(2)Check  for side wear of the brushes. blowing with

(3)Check  for th‘e pigtails for discolora- air or by wi-

tion, wire breaks, and corrosion. ping with a

(4)Check  for looseness the installation dry cloth.

screw for the brush pigtail to the

brush holder.

'verify  that there is adhesion of

carbon dust.
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(The surface should be a uniform yello-

wish  brown with semlluster.)

*Check for smoothness of the commutator

(l)Verlfy  that the undercut grooves are 'Execute clea-

not fIlled  with  carbon dust.
nlng with  air

or with  a

(2)Check  that there are no line scars. 'Regrind  the

-surface.

(3)Check  that there is no copper drao. *Remove an)

copper draa.

/
Rotstion

~ dlrection

U n d e r c u t t i n g

_~. ____~~ ~~ .-. ..-.. ___-._
Dirt  In the motor Every 3 *Check for protection of the motor from *Remove the 011

months oil drops and oil mist.
by wlprnq.

clean, dry
Check for adhesion of oily  dust to

cloth or by

Illsulatlon, commutator, bearlnq,  and suction.

other parts in the motor. *When the win-

(This has a large influence out0 the dlnqs  are very

above items 3, 4, 5, and 6.1 dirth, execute

washing and

drying.

Cooling fan belt Monthly

*Check for oil accumulation in the motor. 'Investigate

(1)1s the oil seal good? the causes

(2)1s there an oil leak on the machine (overhaul).

side?

*For coaxial  fan type motors, the fan is *Refer to item

driven by a belt, and the belt must be 3 - 4 .

checked.
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Fig. 1-l Sparking numbers according to JEC54
(standard for DC machines)
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1.2.1. Disassembly and inspection for motors with belt
A~~III~~~ terminal box lnspectlon B r a c k e t  o n  the
\ cO”er c o m m u t a t o r  side

E y e  b o l t \ / ~agn  terminal box E y e  b o l t

Shield  bal I

Tachogenerator  /:

S h i e l d b a l l

Fig. l-2

Eelt inspection items

1.

2.

3.

J!. .

5.

Loosen the hexagonal socket head set screw (1) slightly

(about 45").

Loosen the bolt (2) and remove the fan casing (3)

Loosen the screw (4) and remove the Ean (5).

Inspect the belt (61, the drive pulley (71, and the

driven pulley (8).

Adjust the belt tension by sliding the fan motor (9).

b e a r i n g

Notes: A. At the time of disassembly and assembly, take

care that the cooling unit does not hit the

connection shaft or the coupling (bending of

the connection shaft).
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B . At the time of reassembly, apply screw-lock etc.

to the hexagonal socket head set screw.

Brush and commutator inspection

The inspection cover can be taken off after the screw (10) has

been removed.

Notes: A. The bolts (11) and (12) should not be loosened

unnecessarily, as this can change the neutral

point and thus can impair the performance.

B. Install the inspection cover so that there is

no gap at the part:% in shaft direction

Imperfect installation causes leakage of the cooling

air and operation of the thermal

1.2.2. Disassembly and inspection for beltless motors

Brush holder

terminal box

Ma,”

terminal Frame Eve bolt

protector.

the

Coup1  ing, Ix J

COUpi ing shaft

LF an cover lnspection\Shield  ball bearing Instal lat ion foot
COVBr

Fig. l-3
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* Disassembly outline (type SDN-CFZ DC motor)

I. Brush and commutator inspection

1. The inspection cover can be removed after removal of the

screw (1).

It. Fan motor bearing exchange

1. Remove the tacnogenerator leads from the auxiliary termianl

box.

2. Loosen the hexagonal socket head set screw (2) slightly

(about 45")

3. Remove the screw (3) and pull out the tachogenerator.

4. Loosen the screw (4) and remove the fan cover.

5. Remove the bolt (5) and pull out

At this time, take care that the

against the coupling shaft (some*

shaft) and the coupling (bending

and the shaft part).

6. Remove the hexagonal socket head

fan.

the entire fan unit.

fan unit does not hit

models have a common

of the coupling shaft

set screw (6) and pull the

III.

7. Remove the screw (71, pull the bracket, and remove the

hollow rotor of the fan motor.

DC motor bearing exchange

Remove the fan unit by following the steps 1. to 5. of the

foregoing item II.

1. Remove the socket head bolt (8) and remove the coupling

shaft. (Not required for models with common shaft.)

2. For vertical flange types, the screw (10) must be removed

(exists only with this type).

3. Remove the screw (1) and remove the inspection cover.
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4. Raise the brush push lever of the brush holder and pull

out the brush.

5. Wind thick paper etc. around the commutator and fix it

with tape to protect the commutator surface from damage.

6. Remove the bolt (ll), pull the bracket on the load side,

and pull out the armature.

Notes

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Unnecessary loosening of the bolts (12) and (13) can cause

change of the neutral point, so that the performance will

be impaired.

At the time of reassembly, apply screw-lock etc. to the

hexagonal socket head screw threacls.

When the rotor and the armature are pulled, take care not

to hit the stator etc. to prevent damage to the coils.

Install the inspection cover so that there is no gap in
.

shaft direction at the part marked": Imperfact installa-

tion will cause cooling air leakage and operation of the

thermal protector.

When the DC motor must be hoisted for the work, the eye

bolts must be used.



2.  TROUBLE-SHOOTING

2.1. Introduction

When trouble occurs for the control unit, check the

following items as far as possible. Afterwards, execute

inspections and repairs according to the contents of this

chapter.

The following items also are very useful when contacting

the service department of the maker.

Confirmation items at the time of trouble occurrence.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

Are the trouble indication lamps on the controller

panel lit? Which lamps are lit?

Are fuses blown?

Can the trouble be repeated?

Are the ambient temperature and the temperature in

the box normal? (The normal temperature in the

box is 0°C to 50°C, and the normal ambient temperature

is 0°C to 4O'C.j

Did the trouble occur during acceleration, during

deceleration, or during constant speed operation?

P7hen was the speed at that time?

Was there a momentary power failure?

Does the trouble occur at the time of special

operations or commands?

What is the trouble generation interval ?

Does the trouble occur with application or removal

of the load?

Have parts been exchanged or emergency treatment been

taken? Was there a previous trouble in this controller?
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(11) How many years have passed since the start of operation?

(12) Is the power supply voltaqe normal? Are there large

2.3.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

changes according to the time?

2.2. First step

As the first step for troub

wing items.

tie-shooting, confirm the fol lo-

Power supply voltage

Power supply transformer secondary side output 266V 2

10% (each phase), tertiary side output 200V + 1OOB

(between phases)

Is the control equipment around the controller normal?

Examples:

* Are the NC, the sequence circuits, etc. normal?

* Check parts, wiring, etc, visually for abnormalities.

Is the temperature around the control unit (the tem-

perature in the box) 50°C or less?

Check the controller appearance for abnormalities.

Examples:

* Eurning, abnormalities, etc. for cards.

* Looseness of the wiring, damage, inclusion of foreign

substances, etc.

Trouble phenomena

There are many trouble phenomena caused by troubles of the

control unit, and they will not necessarily coincide with

predicted phenomena, but here the general expected phenomena

will be listed.

When adjustment is not possible at potentiometer adjustment

points, the card is to be judged defect and should be excha-

nged.
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(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

Lighting of trouble indication lamps

1. GROUND FAULT

2. OVERLOAD (motor)

3. OVERHEAT (thyristor)

4. OVERSPEED

5. TACH. LOSS (wire break or short

circuit of the tachogenerator)

6. BREAKER TRIP (main circuit or motor)

7. FIELD LOSS

8. IOC TRIP (Instantaneous Overcurrent)

Page 13

Page 14

Page 16

Page 17

Page 18

Page 19

Page 2.3

Page 24

9. UNDERVOLTAGE Page 25

No trouble indication, but the motor

does not run at all. Page 25

No trouble indication, but the motor

runs only slowly. Page 27

Only at specific speed, the motor does not

run as specified. Page 28

Sufficient torque is not developed. Page 28

Start or stop time has been increased. Page 28

Acceleration or deceleration completion

signal (UP TO SPEED) is not generated. Page 29

NO NC feed. Page 29

The speed detection signal (SPEED DETECTION)

is not generated. Page 30

Speed range switching is not possible. Page 30

The Current detection signal (CURRENT

DETECTION) is not generated. Page 30

Forward (reverse) operation is normal, but

reverse (forward) operation is improper-Page 30
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(13) The speed does not increase above a specific speed.

(14) OVERSPEED is not indicated and the speedometer also

is normal, but the measured motor speed is hiqh.

(15) Large vibrations or noi,se. Page 33

(16) Howling of the contactor or smoke from

the contactor coils. Page 33

2.4. Approach to the various phenomena

2.4.1 Lighting of the trouble indication lamps

(1 1 GROUND FAULT

When this lamp lights up, the following cases can be

considered.

Earth fault is caused by the motor, the power supply

transformer, or the controller. High potential circuits

are connected to low potential circuits by contact,

miss wiring, etc.

Trouble contents, causes, investiqation items, and treatment

are listed in the following.

'ROUBLE
ONTENTSP

A

CAUSE

lotor earthing

'EarthIng  of the arma-

ture wlndinq

*Earthing of the field

wlndlng

Earthing of the power

supply transformer

INVESTIGATION ITEMS

Separate the connection between

motor and controller.

The insulation resistance between

motor terminal A (or 'H) and earth

must be several 100 Mf or more.

'The insulation resistance between

the motor terminal J (or K) and

earth must be several 100 MR or

more.

'Separate the connection between

motor and controller.

The insulation resistance between

each terminal and earth must be

several 100 MP or more.

TREATMENT

Clean the brushes and the

commutation surface.

Rewind the armature windings

Exchange the motor.

'Rewind the field wlnding,

exchange the motor.

Execute cleaning.

Exchange the transformer.
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TROUBLE
:ONTENTS

CAUSE INVESTIGATION ITEMS TREATEMENT

Earthinq of the contro- 'Separate the transformer and the *Repair  t h e  earthlnq part.

ller motor from the controller, and also Execute Cleanlnq.

separate the speed reference input

clrcults(D/A converter output etc.)

from the controller.

*The insulation resistance between

a"y part of the main circuit and

earth must be several 100 MS. or

more.

B contact, miss-connec *separate the speed input reference *Clean the Inside  of the

tlon of hlqh potential (D/A converter output, manual speed controller.

circuit. reference output) from the cont- Find and repair contact

roller. points and miss-wlrlng.

(Pay attention  to wire

cover damage etc.)

*The potential between controller *Earthinq  of the external

common (COM) and earth shall be sequence circuit.

several 1OV or less.

*Check VR3, VR12, R6, and R21 of l Exchanqe the SC-AJ card.

the SC-AJ card for damage.

(21 OVERLOAD

Trouble contents

A. Operation of the thermal protector of the controller.

(Installed on thyristor cooling fan)

B. No operation of the thermal protector of the

controller, but operation of the thermal protector

inside the motor (option).

(No continuity between the terminals OHS1 and OHS2.j

Note 1: Pay attention to resetting by cooling

effect-after several minutes.

C. No operation of controller thermal protector or

built-in motor thermal protector.

(Restart is possible after resetting of the power

supply.)
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2. Check the start and stop frequ- *Reduce the freoucncy.

Clogqlng  of the motor Check for sufficient air passaoe. *Execute cleanlnq.

Insufflclent field At the tune of low speed operation, *Adjust VR12.

the field current must be within +

108 of the value shown on the name

Defect of the thermal Operation can be contlnuec

protector element fan runs for several minutes? with short-clrcultlna  of

opped motor.) OHS1 and OHS2 as emeraenc)

treatment.

voltage across CON1 and COM is -12V,

the card is defect.

(3 > OVERHEAT

This lamp lights up when the thermal protector

embedded in the thyristor cooling fan operates.

Causes, investigation items, and treatment are listed in the

following.

Bad amblent tempera-

star cooling fan

Armature current un- Refer to item (1).

balance or phase 10s
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(41 OVERSPEED

This lamp lights up when the motor speed reaches

1158 of the rated max. speed and the overspeed

detection circuit operated.

Note: It is generally believed that overspeed

will occur for DC motors in case of

field loss, but as PG feedback for speed

control is executed for DL-SCZ, this

does not apply.

When field loss occurs, the armature

current increases and overload or over-

heat occurs.

Causes, investigation items, and treatment are listed in the

following.

CAUSE

Defect of the SC-AX

card

*Defect of the exce-

ssive command input

clamp circuit.

*Defect of the over-

speed detection

circuit.

3efect  of the curreni

smpllfier  or the

speed amplifier in

;C-SA card

ipeed overshoot by

unbalance

befect of the

achogenerator

INVESTIGATION ITEMS

*Pull the pin 51 of SC-Ax card and execute

start at max. speed (the motor actually

does not  run).

“Measure the voltage across CH57 and COM.

*Check that the voltage between CON2 (20)

and COM of SC-Axcard  is 1OV at the time of

max. speed operation.

*Check SC-SA card according to 4.1.

kConfirm  if this trouble occurs only at the

time of hiqh-speed start. When this is the

case, it is overshoot.

(Large deflection of the speedometer.)

:heck for reversed polarity of the generated

foltaqe.

-17-

TRE?.TMENT

*When the voltage is above + 1OL

exchanoe SC-AX card or modify

the external circuits to

prevent excessive Input.

*When the voltage 1s lOV, there

is no overspeed and the dete-

ction circuit is defect.

Exchanqe the card.

*Exchange the card.

*Turn SW2 and VR6 to the riqht.

When this does not remove the

trouble, install a capacitor

of about 0.5 to 1.0 UF between

CHl and CH2 of the SC-AJ card.

*Reverse the connection for PGl

and PG2.



(5) TACH LOSS

This laml: iiqhts up when wire break or short circuit

in the tachogenerator circuit is occurred.

Causes, investigation items, and treatment are listed in the

following.

CAUSE INVESTIGATION ITEMS TREPTMENT

dear or defective Inspect the brushes. 'Exchanqe  and/or clean the

zontact  of the tacho- brushes.

generator  brushes. Clean the commutator of the

tachoqenerator (Note 1).

Jefect1ve  contact of Check the terminal  tightenlnq and retlqhten

:he tachoqenerator as required.

rermlnals  (PGl-PG2), Check the ciruit  continuity and repair the

Gire break or short circuit.

zlrcult  in the clr- Check the shielding.

:uit.

defect of the tacho- Turn the motor alone by hand and check for *Exchanoe  the tachoaenerator.

Jenerator  Itself. generated voltage.

defect of the TACH *When a voltage of 1OV exists between CON2 *Exchange the SC-AX card.

,OSS detection cir- (20) and COM at max. speed, the detection

zu1t. circuit (1~1) is defect.

*When LED51 lights up although the voltage

of CH51 about -14V, SCRl or its

surrounding parts in the SC-Axcard  is

defect.

Note: Cleaning of the tachogenerator

For cleaning of the commutator, refer to Page  46.

At the time of disassembly, matching marks must be made,

and reassembly must be executed correctly. (Improper

reassembly may cause motor runaway.)
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(6) B R E A K E R  T R I P

This lmap lights up when the motor breaker for the

motor fan or CBl, CB2 i? the controller trips.

When a contactor is used instead of a fan motor

breaker, then the thermal relay will trip.

Trouble contents:

A: Tripping of CBI or CB2. (Refer to item 8.1.)

B: Tripping of the fan motor breaker.

c: Tripping of neither of the above.

Trouble contents, causes, investigation items, and treatment

are listed in the following.

TROUBLE
:ONTENT:

A

CAUSE

Jnbalance  of the arma-

lure current or phase

loss.

lvershoot  at the time

>f armature current

-1se.

3ecause of low power

'upply voltaae,  commu-

tatlon  failure  occures

et the time of regene-

ratlve  breaking

Insufflclent power

supply voltage

)efective  contact of

the main c

I. Defect

on the

side.

1rcu1t

ve contact

AC input

The phenomena are

the same as for

phase loss.

INVESTIGATION ITEMS

Refer to (1) OVERLOAD, item A.

Turn VR7 for about one graduation to

the left and VR8 about one gradua-

tion to the rlqht and observe.

Conflrm a voltage of 39OV or more

for each phase of the 3 phases Xl,

X2 and X3.

(voltage between the lines).

The voltage  must be 390V or more

even at the time of acceleration

and deceleration.

Observe the wave form between CON2

(19) and COM of SC-SA  card with a

synchroscope and try hitting the

maln circuit part. If the wave

form is interrupted, the respec-

tlve place has defective contact.

TREATEMENT

'If this takes care of the

trouble, no further treat-

ment is required.

.Increase  the power supply

voltaae.

'Increase the capacity of

the power supply or the

cable size.

'Retighten  the wiring.
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1TROUBLE I I

:ONTENTS CAUSE
MI( . Deffctlve  contact on

the DC output  sldc.

The control loop hc-

cones,  open, the

ci1rrcnt IS Inter-

rupted and full fir-

lnci  occurs at the

instant  when the

contact becomes de-

fect, and the brea-

ker 1s tripped  by

the excessive cur-

rent flowing  at the

moment when the con-

tact becomes good.

Abnormal wave form of

the power supply

voltaqe.

With  larye  distor-

tlon of the voltaqe

wave form, cOmmutatlOl

loss 1s caused and thl

fuse IS blown.

INVESTIGATION ITEMS

hcci:  the c<,ntartor  contacts.

Observe the wave form of the powe

sunply  voltage with a synchroscop

and confirm that it is normal eve

durinq  acceleration and decelera-

tion.

1. In case of partial drop-off.

W i t h i n  100 PS

L. When the wave peak value drops

/ \ /

i W i t h i n
2 to 3%

I
Abnormal power supply The frequency shall be within + 3P

frequency. ’ of the specified  frequency.

High armature voltage / *The armature voltage at max. speed

shall be within 215+5V.

*tier? the crossover ad- Verify if weak field control is

lusted  by VP401 becomes possible. (Confirm field current

hlch, the armature vol- weakening above the base speed

tace becomes hlqh in with an avperemeter.)

the weak field  range 1

and commutation loss

is caused.

* I m p r o v e  the freauency1c

I

*I

(

TREATEMENT

Remove the wave distor-

tion.

1.

2 .

Increase the power

supply capacity or

the power cable size.

Improve the other

semlconductor  devl-

ces causing the

wave form dlstor-

t1on

change.

*Adjust with VR401 in

SC-SA card.

*When weak field control

is not possible, exchange

the SC-Ax card or the

SC-SA card.
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rROUBLE
'ONTENTS

R

_
‘an motor  overload

'Generally It 1s be-

lleved  that overload

occurs when the fan

suction  Inlet  becomes

cloU(led, but this 1s

wronq, as the motcr

load itself  1s dec-

reased when  the air

flow volume IS reduced

*?..ccordlnoly, mechanl-

cal ca"ses  like bear-

INS wear  etc. are to

be consldered as over-

load causes.

'hasc loss of the fan

notor circuit.

dad voltaqe

ilhen  the fan motor vol-

:age is low, the cur-

-ent increases  and the

lreaker  trips.

‘he amL1cnt  tcr”Perature  of the

s

1

c

I!

S

C

!f

as the phase advancf  capacitor

wltched durlnq  operation?

heck for smooth running of the

an.

__-
onflrm that the motor is supplied

orrectly  with  ?-phase voltage.

he motor impresslon  voltage must b

oov~loe.

INVESTIGATION ITEMS

*When a !>hase  ad\,ance

capacitor IS used, It

may not be switched

durlnq  opcratlon.

'Remove the overload

cause.

i

*Remove the cause for

the phase loss.

'Increase the voltage.e ’

-

TREATEMENT 1
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rTROUBLE TREATEMENT
IONTENTS CAUSE INVESTIGATION ITEMS

payer short circuit When there 1s no short circuit  I" l Rep"'r the short c>r-

of fan motor or the motor circuit  and an excessive Cult.

short circuit of current flows In spite of R 11ght Exchange  the fan mctor.

fan motor circuit. load, a layer short clrcult  of

the motor wlndings can be considered.

Defect of SC-SA card. *When the voltage between CON1 and *Exchange the card.

COM of SC-_SA card is -lZV, then the

circuit is normal up to this point

and the detection clrcult  1s

defect.

Momentary power

failure.

*When the voltaqe 1s not -l?\', check *Repair  the defectlvc

for defective contact or wlre break contact or the wire

of breaker, wiring connectors, etc. break respectively.

*Has momentary power failure

occured during  motor operation?
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(7) FIELD LOSS

*This lamp operates when the field current drops

to 407 or less of the field current at max.

motor speed.

*Sometimes this lamp also will light up when the

foregoing description BREAKER TRIJ? or IOC TRIP operates.

Accordingly, when these 2 lamps light up at the

same time, investigate BREAKER TRIP or IOC TRIP

respectively first.

Cause, investigation items, and treatment are listed in the

following.

L
CALlS;T

Trouble of the flel

t
h‘lre  break of flelc

clrcult or flcld

power su1+1:;.

The field  clrcult

fuse F has blown.

IPI'IE.STIGfiTJCN  ITI-MS

It 1s normal when LED01 of SC-SA card

lights  UP.

The normal value for the resistance between

J and K of the motor 1s about II)'. The

accurate value 1s obtained accnrdlng to

the following formula.

p,f=__- 6 572 - + 10%Rated field  current -

*Check the cause for hlowiny  of the fuse

(circuit  short circuit  etc.).

'Thyrlstor SCM' investiqation

Pleasure the resistance between J and K of

SCRF with a tester. When it 1s

several 100'. or less, the thyristor is made

short circuit. When no current flows with

Power ON after fuse exchange, SCRF is cff.

*When I.EDOl  does not light

UP, exchange the SC-SA

card.

*Renalr  the wire  break.

*Repair the short cir,:uit.

*When the fuse blows, the

thvristor SCRF and the diode

also may blow simultaneously,

or a short circuit may occur,

so that they should be

checked and exchanged at the

same time.
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CAUSE INVESTIGFTION JTE'YC TREATXENT

Trouble of DL-FG Observe the wave form between the terminals *Exchange  the card.

card. GF and KF of DL__FG  card vlth  a synchroscope.

(see Note 1) The normal wave  form is shown helow.

-7
Approx.  2 v

__.  fll

_-I

1 &n~OHz
2OKSAiOHZ

_.________
IClre break in the Is the above listed pulse apolled  to the *Repair the wiring.

field  SCR aate SCRI- ante (between KF and C-F)?

circuit.

I

Note 1: 4 cement-type resistors are on the rear of DL-FG

card (RF1 to RF4). Break of the lead wires of these

resistors must be checked, as some of the initial products

show a tendency for wire breaks by machine vibrations-

(8) IOC TRIP

This lamp lights up when the armature current set

value reaches 300 to 400% of the rated currentvalue of

the motor. Accordingly, this lamp may light up to-

gether with blowing of the main circuit fuse and

BREAKER TRIP. When only this lamp lights up, an excessive

current has flown, but the main circuit breaker has

not been tripped. In either case, the cause is an

overcurrent, so that the same causes as for (5)-A can

be considered; and the same investigations and treat-

ments should be executed.
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(9) UNDERVOLTAGE

Thislamp liqhts up when the power supply voltage

drops to below 390V even for a short time. This lamp

serves only as a voltaqe drop warning, and the unit

is not stopped and no trouble signal is put out.

Accordingly, when this lamp lights, but ERFPKER TPIP

or IOC TRIP is not caused, the operation can be

continued, but

* When this lamp liqhts up continuously, increase

in the power supply voltage should be investigated. ”

* When this lamp lights up at the time of speed

change, increase in the power supply capacitor should

be investigated.

2.4.2. No trouble indication occurs, but the motor does not

run at all or from time to time.

(1) In case of motor trouble

Causes, investigation items, and treatment are listed in the

following.

CAUSE

Layer short circuit

of the motor arma-

ture windIngs.

INVESTIGATION ITEMS

1. Verify that the armature current flows

up to the control value with a load

meter or an amperemeter.

2. Is the armature current several r'olts,

and does It flow UD to the current linut

value (120% or 150%)?

3. Does the armature current increase

sharply at a certain  point when the mot01

1s runninq  slowly at low speed?

4. Does the motor stoD 4 tunes per revolu-

tion?

'Rewind the motor.
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CAUSE INVESTIGATION ITEMS TREAT?"E"T

Layer  short clrcult 1. Investlcrate  the above items 1 and 2. *Rewind  the motor.

of the motor field 2. IS the rfslstance betveen  ,I and K

w1nd1nqs. accordlncl  to the followinc, formula?

(A certal"  error 1s possible.)

Rf=- 65V
+ 109Rated field  current --__

Dirty  Commuthtor IS the commutator dirty with  brush dust *Clean the commutator

etc.? (with alcohol).

Defect of the brush 1. Do the brushes float up from the cornmuta-  'ImProve  the contact.

part. tar surface?

2. Are the brushes worn? *Exchange the brushes.

(2) In case of controller defect

Note: For investigations in regard to this item,

first check for lighting of the ZERO SPEED LED6 with

stopped motor to confirm that the control power

supply is normal.

Causes, investigation items, and treatment are listed in the

following.

CAUSE

rrouble  of the exter-

la1 sei:ue"ce.

INVESTIGPTION JTFMC

1oes the light-emitting diode  [RFADY] (LED59)

Lloht UD when the external ready

xxnmand  1s aiven?

tWhen the LED lights  up, the controller is

defect.

l Yhen the LED does net light up, the trou-

ble IS in the external sequence.

*Does liqht-emitting  diode [NOR](LEDS~)  or

[INVI (LCI?57)  light  up vhen  start signal

and speed reference are given?

*When the LCD does not llqht  up, there 1s

somethlng wrong with external sequence.

TREATMENT ~

*Check according to the follo-

wing Item.

*Repair the external sequence.

*Repair  the external sequence.
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2. IS the voltage at PTN302  about + lqV? *Trouble around JC307 or I”

Are normal flrinn  oulses  qenerated at the firlnq  cjrcuit.

this time for CIi511  to Ct15167 Exchange SC-SA card.

Conflrmlnq llqhtlng  of LED501  t0 I,ED5n6.

(Current amplifier)

Normal wave from for Cl4511  to CH516

Trouble of SC-_AY

card. (SR relay)

DA converter

trouble

Is the voltage at CON2 (29) -lOV or less *Exchange  the SR relay

in run command state? (RA3) or SC-Ax card respec-

tlvely.

Refer to item 2.4.13.

(3) Too heavy load.

Try operation with only the motor or check the

gear system of the machine.

2.4.3. There is no trouble indication, but the motor runs

only slowly.

(1) In case of motor defect

Execute the same investigation as for item

2.4.2.(l) (page 25).

(2) In case of controller trouble
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CAUSE INVESTIGATION ITEMS TREATMENT

Defect or sfttlna Does the voltaqe at terminal FI of SC-AX *Correct the setting devla-

devlatlon of the card colnclde  with the speed increase? tlon by turning  VF79 and

cushion ampllfler VR80  of DL-CS card In cOUn-

DL-CS card. terclockwlse  direction.
_____~  __~_.___~_  _ ~~_ ~~._~  ~~
Insufflclent arma- With  a load meter or an amperemeter,  con- *When the current 1s lnsuf-

ture current. firm that an armature current of 120% or frc1ent, readlust the

(current limit 1509 of the rated current flows. current llmlt  potentiometer

value deviation) VR9 and VRlO.
__~ ~~~~..  _ ~ ..__~ ...~~ ~_. ~~ _~_______
Insufficient field Pt low speed, the field current must be *Read]ust  VR12.

current. the rated field  current.

The crossover Is the armature voltage at max. speed *Readjust VR401 of SC-SA

voltaqe 1s low. lower than 215+5V? card for 215 + 5v.
--.___-

The load has

become heavy.

Investloate  the load. *Reduce the load.

2.4.7. The acceleration/deceleration completion

signal (UP TO SPEED) is not gen.erated.

Causes, investigation items, and treatment are listed in the

following.

CAUSE INVESTIGATION ITMER TREATMENT

Trouble of the out- Does LED53 light up at the time of accelera- *Exchange the relay US or

put relay (US) in tlon/deceleration  completion? When the LED SC-Ax card respectively.

the SC-AX card. lights up, the relay is defect.

With acceleratlon/deceleratlon  completion,

USA-USC must become closed and USB-USC
.

must become open.

Trouble of the CH58, 59 must become -14V  when the speed is *Exchange SC-AX card.

detection circuit reached.

of SC-AXcard

(around IC5,6)

2.4.8. No NC feed

The cause is that UP TO SPEED does not operate.

Investigate the relay sequence and the same items as

for item 2.4.7.
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2.4.9. Speed detection sigr

Causes, investigation items,

following.

ial (S P E E D  D E T E C T IO N )  is not generated.

and treatment are listed in the

CAUSE INVESTIGATION ITEMS

Trouble of the re- Does LCD55 llqht  up at or above the settlny

l a y  (SD)  in SC--Ax si>eed? When the LED lights up, the relay

card. is defect. VRl-VR2  must be open from the

settinq speed up.

Trouble of the dete- P7hen LED54 does not llqht  up, the trouble

ct1on  circuit In 1s in the circuit.

SC-AX card.
L

2.4.10. Speed range switching is not possible.

..i:..:j:

The cause is that SPEED DETECTION does not operate.

Investigate the same items as for item 2.4.9.

2.4.11. The current detection signal (CURRENT DETECTION) is not

obtained.

Causes, investigation items, and treatment are listed in

the following.

CALiSE INVESIGATION ITEMS TREATMENT

Trouble of the relay Does LED54 llqht  up when the settinq cur- *Exhcanqe the relay CD or

(CD) in SC-AX card. rent 1s reached or exceeded (at the time the card respectively.

of acceleration/deceleration)? When the

LED llqhts  up, the relay is defwt.

CDA-CDC must be closed when the setting

current 1s reached or exceeded.

Trouble of the dete- k!hen LED54 does not light up, the trouble *Exchange the card.

ction  clrcult I* 1s in the detection circuit.

SC-AX card.

?~-4.12 Forward (reverse) operation is normal, but

reverse (forward) operation is improper.

Defect of SC-SA card: Exchange the card.

2.4.13 The speed does not increase above a specific speed.

Casues, investigation items, and treatment are listed in

the following.
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CAUSE INVESTIGATION ITPE1.C TREATPDNT

Trouble of the ex- 1. The voltage at SEl-S:E: must be +lOV/MAX. *T.rchanoe  DL-DA c a r d .

ternal speed refe- SPEED and must change smoothly.

rence circuit or Investlqntc  the external circuit.

the DA converter. 2 . When  DL-DA card is mounted in, confirm

.DL-DA) that the digital signal is applied

correctly to DL-DA card.

The relation between input siclnals and out-

put voltage is shown in the followino.

*These are 12 bit binary

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 slqnals with 2.44mV  per bit.

21121~92x  27 $i 2i,24  'J 2" 21 2 0 *The nuvber  1 in the table

indicates open Condltlon,

o v 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
\ihile  the number 0 :ndi-

2.4 4mV 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0
cates  drop to COTTT"O~.

4.8 8mV 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1

48.84mV 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1

2.5v 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

5.ov 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

7.5v 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1ov 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
I

:xtremely  high arma- *When the speed reference is increased, the *When the motor brush holder

:ure  voltage. armature  voltage becomes constant at 215+ is moved, it must be re-

5V above  the base speed. turned to the original

(When it is hioh, the breaker is tripped position. (The armature

at the time of reqeneratlve  breaking.) voltage changes with

forward and reverse.)

The armature voltaae  is

adjusted by VR401 of the

SC-SA card.

When SC-SA card or SC-Ax

card is defect, it should

be exchanged.
_--~

rouble  of the field 1. Is the field current at the tirv of low- *Readjust VR12.

urrent  control speed run within +105 of the rated field

ystem. current?

efect  of the cur- Is adjustment of VR12 possible?

ent control ampli- 2. When adjustpent of VR12 is not poSSi- *when this voltage is reached

ier, defect of the ble, check if the voltage  between CON3 exchange DL-FG card, and

rmature  voltage (5) and COM. is 200 to 3Or)rrI'  at low when it is not reached,

215V) detection speed. exchange SC-SA card.

lrcult, defect of 3. Fhen the above items are normal and *When this voltage is reached

he field current the field current is not weakened exchange SC-SA card.
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CAUSE

detectlon reslstancc

causes  that the

field  current does

not weaken even

when the armature

voltaqe exceeds

the crossover

voltage, the arma-

ture voltaqe is

saturated, and

the speed does

not rise any more.

I INVESTIGATION ITEMS

above crossover, check if the vcl-

tane between CON3 (9) and COM IS the

armature voltaoe of 2i5V.

TREATMENT

reached chr,c"  the connector

2.4.14. OVERSPEED  is not indicated and the speedometer

also is normal, but the actually measured motor

speed is high.

Causes, investigation items, and treatment are listed in the

following.

L
'I

CAUSE

3rop of the tacho-

generator generation

voltage.

INVESTIGATION ITEMS TREATMFNT

1. Are the tachooenerator brushes worn? *Exchange the brushes.

2. Is the tachogenerator commutator dirty? *Execute cleanlnq.

(Do not forget to apply

matching marks at the time

of disassembly.)

3. Has the generation voltage dropped *Adjust VR5.

because of demagnetization? When  adjustment of VR5 is

The voltage between the terminals PGl not possible, readjust VR4

and PG2 must be 30+10_ DV/lOOOrpm (note alSO.

that these 1OOOrpm  are the motor speed). Exchange the tachogenerator
_ _ _ _
4. Does the tachogenerator qeneration 'Exchanqe  the tachoqenerator.

voltage show increased ripple?

The ripple must be 3% or less.
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2.4.15. Larqe vibration or noise

Causes, investiqation iter0.5, and treatment are listed in

the following.

F CAUSE

Bad contact of the

motor brushes.

Armature current

unbalance or phase

loss.

Bearlncl defect

Bad tlghtenlng

of motor

Bad centering

of motor

Plotor  shaft

deviation

TOO quick  motor

response.

Defect of the

tachoqenerator.

INVESTIGATION ITEMS

Is the contact of the motor brushes qood?

Refer to item 2.4.1.(l).

Turn the motor itself  by hand and check fol

smooth turnlnq.

It there looseness?

Check the notor  tiqhtenlng  screws.

llas the motor shaft been hit?

.-. _._______
Try turnlnq  SW2 in clockwise direction and

VR6 in counterclockwise  direction.

_
-I

TREFTMEPlT 1
*Improve the contact.

*Execute bearlno  exchanae.

~__
*Retlqhten  the screws.

*Readjust the motor centering

i
*RepaIr  or exchange the

motor.

tExchanqe  the tachogenerator.

4

2.4.16. Howling from the contactor or smoke from the contactor

coils

Causes, investigation items, and treatment are listed in

the following.

CAUSE INVESTIGATION ITEMS

Defective contact Check the core contact condition.

between moving  core

and fixed core be-

cause of coil core

wear.
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2.5. Details for the control circuit adjustment methods.

Note:- The adjustment methods shown in this

chapter are normally executed by the

maker, and unnecessary adjustment

should be avoided.

2.5.1. Adjustment of the firing circuit

(1) Observe the 2 points of the followinq  table with

a  t w o  c h a n n e l  o s c i l l o s c o p e .

(2) pull out PIN302. -

(3) Adjust each potentiome.ter in the table so that the firing

angle a becomes 18" + 4".

Wave
form Observation point Adjustment

potentiometer

w-1 VR501

CH512 - COM

A CON101 (18) - COM

CH513 - COM VR502
B

CH514 - COM

A CON101 (16) - COM

CH515 - COM VR503
B

CH516 - COM

wave  form A

Wave form B

f=BOHz  o r  f=SOtiz

180”d L
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3. PARTS EXCHANGE

3.1. Control cards

3.1.1.

3.1.2.

3.1.3.

3.1.4.

3.1.5.

SC-SA card

For exchange, pay attention to correct connector insertion.

After the exchange, connect a 300V DC voltmeter between

the terminals A and H with A on the "+" side and

execute operation at max. speed.

At this time, adjust VR401 so that the voltage between

A and H becomes the rated armature voltage (Standard

215V).

SC-AX card

The adjustment according to the machine may change only

for the following potentiometers. Before the exchange, set the

potentiometers of the new card to the same positions as for

the card to be exchanged.

*VR53: Current detection (lighting of LED54 with

detection)

kVP.54: Speed detection (lighting of LED55 with

detection)

SC-AJ c a r d

When this card has been exchanged, execute adjustment

under reference to chapter 4.

SC-AG c a r d

No adjustment is required in case of exchange.

Other opt  ional c a r d s

(1) DL-TL card (torque limiter)
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The torque at the time of torque limitation is

adjusted Iby VR71, VR72, and VR73 on the card.

Set the potentiometers of the new card to the same positions

as for the old card.

?.fterwards, execute an operation test to check that

the torque limitation is suitable for the machine

operation.

The potentiometer positions and

are in about as shown below.

15% 3 0 %

TL1o@ TL2@
3 0 % 0% 6 0 %

v R 7 1 VR72

F i g .  3-l

the torque limitation values

3 0%

T L 3

!a07 6 0 %
v R 7 3

(2) DL-MN card (manual speed setter)

After card exchange, turn the external manual setting

potentiometer on the controller fully clockwise, and adjust

VR74 (for use of terminal SI7P) or VR75 (for use of

terminal SVN) so that the voltage between the

terminals SV2 and SVS of TE51 becomes lO.OV.

(3) DL-DA card (D/A converter)

After the exchange, when the manual setting circuit

is used, turn the external manual setting potentiometer of

the controller fully clockwise, and adjust VR77 or

VR78 so that the voltage between pin 2 of the

potentiometer and COM becomes lO.OV.

VR76 is the zero adjustment for the DA
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(4) DL-CS card (Ramp function card)

Try operation Faith the potentiometer5 of the new card

set to the same positions as those of the o-id

card.

When problems like mechanical shock etc. occur,

turn VR79 (for forward acceleration) and VR80

(for reverse acceleration) in clockwise direction,

and if the time still should be short, short-

circuit the check pins CHl and CH2 on the

card.

VR92 is the amplifier zero adjustment,

and as it has been adjusted at the

factory, it should not be turned.

(5) DL-OP card (Buffer amp card)

Execute trial operations with the potentiometers and

the short-circuit pins CHl, CH2, and C.F3 of the

new card set in the same way as for the old

card.

As this card has a built-in multipurpose

amplifier, detailed adjustment methods can not be

given here.

Please consult the machine maker.
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3.2. Thyristors and diodes

Exchange outline

(1) Removal of a defective thyristor

(2)

Remove the wiring connected to the thyristor or diode

and remove from the cooling fin.

Application of silicon grease

As shown in Fig. 3-2, apply silicon grease to the

part in contact with the coolinq fin to improve

the cooling effect. However, as silicon is an insulator,

care should be taken not to apply it to the screw

parts of transmitting electricity.

Anode
Do not apply to the thread pa

ply silicon grease to the shaded
rt  (bol t  bot tom).

Fig. 3-2 Si I icon grease application method

(3) Mounting of the new thyristor

Mount the new thyristor after application of silicon

I grease with a torque of 15 to 20kgcm.

(4) Dust-protection treatment

As the side distance of thyristor between gate and anode is

narrow, execute taping or install the accessory

cap.
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3.3. Motor brushes

After motor brush exchanve, the brush surface must be

matched to the commutator curvature. (Item (4))

Pay special attention to this fact and exchanve accordins

to the followinq sequence.

(1) Cut the power supply positively.

(2) Remove the inspection cover.

Loosen the p screws and slide the inspection

cover in shaft direction.

Inspect ion cover

SI ide

(3) Brush exchange

l] Pull the brush push lever to the front, loosen the

brush pigtail fixing screw, and remove the old brush. a

21 Install the new brush and fix the piTtail with the

screw securely to the terminal.

31 Execute run-in operation for some time or use fine

sandpaper on the commutator to obtain good

contact with the commutator surface.
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Clean the commutator surface after run-in opera-

tion completion.

Note: Use the specified brushes.

Example: TD212 made by Tokai Carbon

Size: (2~6.251~25~32D

Number of brushes: 4x2

Brush  push P ig ta i  I
/

1

f
I

-errnina

.ixing  s c r e w

(4) Brush grinding

1) Bring sandpaper between the brush and the

commutator surface so that the grinding side is

in contact with the brush, push the brush with

the brush push lever, and execute grinding.

2) Initially use rough sandpaper (4100 to #150),

and then change to finishing sandpaper (#400 to

#600), and finally finish with pulling in the

direction of revolution.
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(5) Cleaning

Remove the brush from the brush holder and use air

to remove the grinding dust.

Note: Take care not to leave any grinding dust in

the DC motor.

(6) Brush insertion

(7)

(8)

Insert the brush into the brush holder and push

it with the brush push lever.

Inspect for abnormalities.

Run the motor and confirm not to occur to. abnormal noise

and abnormal sparks.

Installation of the inspection cover

Install the inspection cover in the original

position to complete the brush exchange.

Brush  ho lder

o m m u t a t o r

‘PUI l-out
d i r ect ion

Bad

Fig. 3-3

Good

3.4. Motor cooling fan belt

Fig. 3-4 shows a detailed view of the coolinq fan unit.

In the following, the exchange sequence will be explained

according to Fig. 3-6 to Fig. 3-13.

(1) Slightly loosen the hexagonal socket head set screw

(1) (Fig. 3-7).

(2) Loosen the screw (13) and remove the protection

cover.
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(3) Loosen the screw (10) and remove the inspection

cover.

(4) Loosen the bolt (2) and remove the fan casing (4).

(Fig. 3-8, Fig. 3-9). At this time, it is easier

to remove the tachoqenerator first. (Take care

not to damage the couplina.)

(5) Loosen the bolt (4) and remove the fan (5).

(Fig. 3-10, Fig. 3-11)

(6) Loosen the bolt (15), slide the fan motor (91,

and remove the belt (6).

(Fig. 3-12, Fig. 3-13)

Note: During disassembly and assembly, take

care that the cooling unit does not hit

the coupling shaft and the coupling.

(Damage of the coupling or bending of

the shaft.)

(7) Reassembly

Execute reassembly in reverse order of the disassembly.

However, when the assembly of the cooling unit has

been completed, turn the fan lightly by hand to

confirm absence of abnormalities, and then install

the DC motor.

(8) Belt tension adjustment

1) Adjust the drive belt tension as follows.
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inspect ion

* v c o v e r

Liner  i n s e r t i o n  s u r f a c e
f o r  b e l t  a d j u s t m e n t  ,

Eyebolt  ( f o r  h o r i z o n t a l  t y p e ) ,

id---
I

i -l I I-Y Id \

/I I II I II \\  \ \ I - I_

II
I i

.-

00
4 i r  o u t l e t !

Fig. 3-4 D e t a i l e d  v i e w  o f  t h e  c o o l i n g  f a n  u n i t

---.
l-1

------\ Pressure
Frame F.

Up to 200Fr 0.3 kg

From 225 Fr up 0.6 kg
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2) In regard to belt noise

Abnormal noise can be caused when the belt

during run flows in shaft direction and the

belt side comes into strong contact with the

flange of the drive pulley as shown in Fig.

3-4. In this case, adjust by insertinu a

thin liner at the installation surface between

the drive motor (9) and the fan casing (3)

so that the belt comes as far to the pulley

center as possible.

In this case, execute adjustment under con-

sideration of the fact that the timing belt

tends to move to the low position of the

pulley (opposite to a flat belt. For example,

in case of contact with the right flange

side in Fig. 3-4, the left side must he

lowered to brinq the belt to the left side.

For this reason, insert a liner on the upper

side of the installation surface to correct

the deviation of motor shaft and pullev shaft

center. .

(9) Belt size

Use a belt size according to the following table.

Frame Standard Special

112 16OXLO37

132 17OXLO37

160 16OXLO37 170 x LO37

180 17OXLO37

200 16OXLO37

225 137LO50 Various types
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3.5. Tachogenerator

As the deviation of the generated voltage is about 30%,

. readjusting of the speed control loop is required after

parts exchange.

Apply a max. speed reference (1OV between the terminals

RI and COM) to the controller, measure the motor speed

at this time with a tachometer, and adjust T7R5 (TACH.FB.

FINE) so that the motor runs at the rated max. speed.

However, at this' time the speedometer installed on the

machine can not be used as the reference, as it always

should indicate the max. speed.

3.6. Tachogenerator brushes

For the tachogenerator,it is sufficient just to exchange

the brushes, and it is not required to obtain a curved

contact surface.

As these brushes have a long life in comparison to the

motor brushes, they are not included in the standard

spare parts and should be ordered from our company as

GTT brushes.

After the exchange, execute forward and reverse running

each for at least 4 hours at about 1OOOrpm to improve the

contact.

For cleaning of the commutator surface, blow in dry air

through the brush holder part to remove the brush

dust.

When the dirt can not be removed by blowing air, use

a cotton bud dipped in alcohol to wipe the commutator

surface from brush holder hole (Fig. 3-14).
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Fig. 3-14
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4.  ADJUSTMENT OUTLINE

This chapter is an excerpt from the maker's adjustment manual,

and most adjustments have been executed in the factory

before shipping.

For adjustments actually required at the time of arrival,

refer to item 9 (trial operation adjustments).

When other adjustments than those described in item 9

become necessary, refer to this chapter.

Potentiometers, check pins, and LED with numbers up to 50 are

installed on SC-AJ card, those with number from 50 to 100

to 100 are on SC-AX card, and those with numbers

over 100 are on SC-SA card.

4.1. Before power ON

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Connect external command lines, motor field ciruit,

PG signal .line, etc. Eowever, the motor armature

terminals A and H and the neutral line X0 of the

transformer are left unconnected for later connection.

Pull out PIN401 and insert it into JACK402, so that

the field current is switched off.

Test with a commercial power supply of 21OV, 60Hz.

Set the 50/60Hz frequency switch SW1 to 60Hz.

4.2. Confirmation of the control power supply

P15A: 23V + 2.OV at CONl-26

N15A: -25V + 2.OV at CONl-14

P15 (set with,VRlOl)  : 15.OV + 0.2V at CONl-24

N15: + 1% of the P15 set value at CONl-18

P12A (5 set after power ON + 20%): 12.OV~~'~V at CONl-22
.
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P12 (5 set after power ON 2 20%): +0.5
12.O"-1.0 V at CONl-20

N12 (5 set after power ON 2 20%): -12.0"~~'~V at CONl-16
.

+24 (P24A) : 24.0" + 2.OV at the cathode of DlOl

+24 (P24) (5 set after power ON + 20%): 22V + 2.01' at
the-cathode of D104

P15E (SC-AX): -0.5 to l.OV below the value of P15

Nl5E (SC-AX) : +0.5 to l.OV below the value of I915

4.3. Adjustment of the firing circuit (18" phase angle)

pull out PIN302 (firing circuit input zero) and adjust the

phase angle to 18" +

U2 (forward) VR501)

V2 (forward) VR502

P!2 (forward) VR503 i

After adjustment for the three phases, confirm that the

4".

B.q*;

cH51l

:z:“5: ‘-I(---- o

F i g .  4-l

Visually check the potentiometer set

positions and investigate when

a potentiometer differs stongly

from the others.

firing angle for reverse also is within 18' + 4".

4.4. Adjustment of the field current feedback

Pull out PIN402 and insert it into JACK401.

Confirm that the voltage at PIN403 is 5.00 + 0.5~.

Adjust VR12 so that the field current becomes the current

value on the upper side of the rating. The current value

on the upper side of the rating is shown in the motor

specification.
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4.5. Adjustment of the lowest weak field compensation

Pull out PIN404 and apply an input of +5.OV to IC403.

Execute max. weakening of the field in input side

and set VRll for the lowest weak field compensation value.

Lowest weak field compensation value (A) = Rated weak

field current value (according to the motor speci-

fications)x0.7

(Field-loss detection is set automatically to about

44% of the rated weak field current value.)

4.6. Adjustment of absolute amplifier for loadmeter.

Turn VR3 fully in counterclockwise direction.

Apply + input between CON2 and COM. The output becomes

CON2-18.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

With zero input,deflect CH301 to the minus side

minus side with VR303. Return the deflection gradually

in plus direction and stop at -O.linV.

Adjust the output side of IC301 for within 0 + 1mV

with VR301.

Record the value on the output side (IC301) when the

input (CON2-19) is -0.25V.

With an input of +0.25V, adjust VR302 so that the

output value becomes the same value as with minus

input (left/right scatter + 2%).

Confirm that the gain is 10 + 2%.

Confirm that the output is linear up to 1OV.
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4.7. Adjustment of the speedometer absolute value amplifier

Turn VR4 fully clockwise.

Apply + input between CCN2-21 and COP". The output

becomes CON2-20.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

With zero input, adjust VR306 for CH302 to -O.lmV.

(Follow the same outline as for item 4.6.(l).)

Adjust VR305 to set the output of IC303 to between

-O.lmV and +lmV.

Record the output voltacre with an input of -5.OV.

With an input of ~.OV, adjust VR304 so that the output

becomes the same value as with input of -5.O\'.

(Left/riqht scatter within + 28.)

Confirm that the gain is 1+2%.

Confirm that the output is linear up to ll.OT'.

4.8. Sequence circuit check

(1) Main contactor

With the commands "SET" and "SRN" or "SRI", "MS"

ON must occur together with relay CD ON.

Confirmation:

With SRN or SRI alone, the relay [Nl (RAl) or111

(RA2) shall not become ON, and without input of

the SET command, [Nl and [II shall not become ON.

Plith input of the command SET and individual OFF

for SRN or SRI, the main contactor [MS] shall

become open after 15 set + 3 sec.

(2) LED check

LED59 lights up by SET (only while MS is ON).

LED56 lights up with SRN.

LED57 lights up with SRI.
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4.9. Adjsutment of the speed reference buffer amplifier

(1) Clamp circuit adjustment

Apply input to SEI.

Turn VR55 fully clockwise.

1) Switch on N and apply max. plus input (input

voltage of 11V or more).

Adjust VR56 so that the out put (CH7) is clamped

at +lO.OV.

2) Switch on I and apply max. plus input (input

voltage of 11V or more), and adjust VR57 so that

the output is clamped at -1O.OV.

(2) Gain adjustment

Switch on I with an input of +9.OOV and

adjust VR55 so that the output becomes -9.OV.

In this condition, switch on M and adjust 17P5

so that the output becomes +9.OOV.

[P:ith an input of +9.OOV, the output becomes

+9.OOV for [Nl and -9.OOV for [I].

With an input of -9.OOV, the output becomes

-9.OOV for [N] and +9.OOV for [I].]

_ The gain shall be 1.

4.10. Adjustment of the speed reference absolute value amplifier

The input is SEl, IN] is ON, and CM60 is the absolute

value amplifier output.

The adjustment outline is the same as for the speedometer

absolute value amplifier of item 4.7. (Gain 1)
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4.11. Adjustment of the up-to-speed circuit

This item concerns only the setting, and operation

confirmation is executed according to item 4.19.

(1) Apply +lO.OV as input to SE1 and switch on [Il.

(CH57 is -1O.OV.)

(2) Adjust VR51 for CH53 to +1.5V + O.lV.

(3) Adjust VR52 for CH54 to -O.lV + O.OlV.

4.12. Confirmation of synchronization by resistance load.

Connection of the resistance load

(See Fig. 4-2 on the following paqe.)

DL-SC2

T r a n s f o r m e r  I

Voltage wave form F i g .  4-2

(1) Pull out the short-circuit pin PIN302 and apply direct

input to the firinq circuit from PIN302.

(2) Close the main MS, raise the input gradually, and

check the condition on the output side (both ends

of the resistor).

***The wave forms must be balanced and the angle

shall be 162O to 170" with an input of 15V.

Confirm smooth change for forward and reverse side

with change of the input.
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4.13. Adjustment of the armature current loop

Connect the motor armature (A, H, X0).

(1) Apply negative input to PIN301.

(2) Pull out PIN401 and insert it into JACK402 for inter-

ruption of the field current.

(3) Perliminarily set the current amplifier damping

as follows.

VR7 VR8 VR3

Fig. 4-3

(4) Gradually raise the input, and adjust VR3 so that

the rated armature current is obtained with -5.OV.

The rated armature current shall be accordincr

to the motor specifications.

As this time, confirm +0.25V + 2% at CCPl2-19

(0.245 to 0.255V).

4.14. Armature current detection adjustment

The conditions for input etc. shall be the same as for

item 4.13.

Adjust VR53 so that the relay “CD" operates and the

LED54 lights up at rating Ia x 140%.

However, this is a standard, and it varies according to

the specifications.

4.15. Loadmeter adjustment (User set)

The various conditions are the same as for the above

item.

Adjust VRl so that the loadmeter shows full deflection

(1 mA) at the time of rating Ia x 150%.
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4.16. Adjustment of the armature current clamping point

Apply an input of about + 117 to SE1 to saturate the

speed amplifier JC306. Leave the field circuit inter-

rupted.

(1) Switch on N with pluse input, and adjust VR9 so

that clamping is executed at rated armature current

Ia x 150%.

(2 1 Switch on I with pluse input, and adjust VRlO so

that clamping is executed at rated armature current

Ia x 150%.

However, this is a standard setting, it varies

according to the specifications.

4.17. Speed loop adjustment

Apply input to SEl.

Turn VR4 fully counterclockwise.

(1) Voltaqe clamp adjustment (weak field start point)

1) Apply input of +lO.OV or more.

Adjust VR401 so that the armature voltage

becomes +215 + 5V.

2) Apply input of -1O.OV or more.

Confirm that the armature voltage is -215 +

5V.

(2) Adjustment of the speed feedback (VR5 is user

set)

1) Turn VR5 fully counterclockwise (short-circuiting

of the resistance value).

2) Apply lO.lV as input to SEl.

3) Adjust VR4 for 103.5V at the terminal PGl

(3450rpm x 3OV/lOOOrpm = 103.5V). At this

time, CON2-21 becomes lO.OV.
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4) Adjust VR5 so that the rated speed (3450 rpm)

is reached. (Compensate the FG error tolerance

of +33%.)

(3) Speedometer adjustment (user setting)

Apply input to RI (because of preceding stage

buffer amplifier clamping). Pull out PIN51. Adjust VR2

so that the speedometer shows full deflection (1 mA)

when input is applied and the motor rotates with 110%

of the rated speed (input voltage ll.OV).

Confirm the above steps (2) and (3) for forward and

reverse rotation of the motor.

4.18. Zero speed detection (ZS) adjustment

Set the motor to.5Orpm.

Adjust VP.307 so that the relay ZS operates. LED6

lights up wi:.h relay operation. However, this setting

is a standard and it differs according to the

specifications.

4.19. Comfirmation of IIUS" operation with up-to-speed and during

stop.

Confirm normal operation with the set values of item 11.

Use the input reference potentiometer for motor acceleration

deceleration.

(1)

(2)

(3)

During motor

are OFF, and

completion.

During motor

are OFF, and

completion.

acceleration, relay "US" and LED53

they become ON with acceleration

deceleration, relay "US" and LED53

they become  ON with deceleration

Relay "US" OS OFF during motor stop.

During.acceleration and deceleration, the US
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operation range is 15% for each speed.

1.0%
( S p e e d  v a r i a t i o n )

F i g .  4 - 4

However, the value of 15% is a standard setting

and differs according to the specifications.

4. 20. Speed detection adjustment

Set the motor to 500rpm.

Adjust VR54 so that the relay "SD" and LED55 operate.

However, this setting is a standard setting, and it

differs according to each specifications.

4.21. Check of speed up condition of motor and stability during

operation

Execute start and stop in about 5 stages from 0 rpm to

rated speed and confirm acceleration and deceleration

conditions.

Overshoot shall be within 3%.

Correct instability during operation with VR6.

Potentiometers setting:

'JR6 VR7 vR8
5

F i g .  4 - 5
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4.22. Check of the trouble detection circuits

(1) Tachoqenerator feed back loss detection

Remove PGl or FG2 to open the PC, feedback and start

the motor. During motor acceleration, LED51 must

light and the main contactor "MS" must open.

(2) Overspeed detection

Pull out PIN51 and apply input to the terminal RI.

Start the motor and increase the input. When

the input reaches becomes 11.5V, LED52 must light

and the main contactor "MS" must open.

(3) NF trip detection

When NFl or NF2 is interrupted, LED3 must light

and the main contactor "MS" must open.

The field current must weaken to the lowest weak

field compensation value.

(4) Thermal and Klixon detection

With OCR operation or motor Klixon operation, LED5

must light and the main contactor MS must open.

The field current must weaken to the lowest weak

field compensation value.

(5) Overcurrent detection

Apply minus input to CON2-19 and COM.

The main contactor "MS" must not be switched on.

At -0.25 x 350% = Approx.‘ -0.88V, LED4 must light

and MS must open.

(As MS in not switched on initially, confirm by
.

means of the relay F.) Next, gate interruption

(P24 becomes OFF) operates.
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The above value of 350% may be in the range from

300 to 400%.

(6) Field-off detection

Pull out PIN401 or remove the field system.

LED7 lights, MS opens, and gate interruption

operates.

(7) Undervoltage detection

Pull out PIN101 and prepare the circuit shown in Fig. 4.6.

6 PHASE
PIN101

KBl

Fig. 4-6

Adjust VR201 so that LED2 operates when the VR is

lowered gradually from the max. setting and the

voltmeter (V) indicates 20.2V*.

*20.2V is the 6 phase half-wave output voltage

at the time of -15+0,_20, i.e. 226V, in regard to

the rated secondary voltage of 266V of the

main transformer.

Undervoltage effects only lighting of LED2.

(8) Confirmation of the operation of the fuse Fl

By operation of the Fl alarm contacts, the following

operations must occur.

* LED0 lights

* Field current zero

* Field-off operation (LED7 lights, MS opens,

gate interruption)

* The load meter deflects to the minus side.
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4.23. Confirmation of the weak field command in regenerative

mode
I

* By the command "SRI", a voltage of +1.4 to 1.65V

is generated at the cathode side of D411 during

regenerative braking from the rated speed.

* By the command "SRN", a voltage of -1.4 to 1.65V

is generated at the anode

regenerative braking from

side of D412 during

the rated speed.

4.24. 50/60 Hz confirmation

Switch the SW01 to 50 Hz and confirm a wave form

of 2.1 + O.lV (P-P) for CH501, CH502, and CH503.

note: 2.4 + O.lV for 60Hz.

4.25. Logic circuit confirmation

Measure at the terminal SRl.

Confirm the resetting condition for the speed amplifier

and the current amplifier according to Fig. 4.7.

SET signalA

Fig. 4-7
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8. REFERENCE DOCUMENTAT ION

8.1. Trip causes for the thyristor breaker in the DL-SCZ

controller

With nearly any abnormality in the controller, the breaker

will trip as the result, and this documentation serves

to help in the search for the main causes.

8.1.1. Expected causes

(1) External causes

1) Insufficient

2) Switching of

3) Insufficient

power supply voltage

the phase advance capacitor

capacity of the power supply

4) Abnormal wave form of the power supply voltage

5) Abnormal ambient temperature

6) Bad contact of the main circuit

7) Power supply phase loss or voltage unbalance

8) Abnormal power supply frequency

(2) Internal causes

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

8)

9)

Thyristor failure (short circuit or firing

impossible)

Firing circuit failure (continuous or no pulse

output)

Failure of current or speed amplifier

Failure of the control power supply

Miss-contact of connector

Miss contact of potentiometer

Circuit miss-operation by external noise

Unsuitable damping

Deviation of the operation point of the firing

circuit
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8.1.2. Trip operation analysis and investigation methods

As the internal causes can be detected easily,

explanations will be given centered

on difficult to detect external causes.

(1) Insufficient power supply voltage

* Commutation loss occurs during regenerative

braking, an overcurrent flows, and the breaker

trips.

This occurs only during regenerative breakinq.

* The indication lamp UNDERVOLT lights up.

(2) Switching of the phase advance capacitor

* If a phase advance capacitor is installed in the

power supply installation of the user and if this

capacitor is switched during controller operation,

protect operation is executed because of the

momentary rapid phase change of the power supply,

and an overcurrent flows.

* A large surge voltage also may be generated at

the time of capacitor switching.

(3) Insufficient power supply capacity

* Commutation loss occurs because of extreme distortion

of the power supply voltage wave form or large

phase unbalance.

(4) Abnormal power supply voltage wave form

* Commutation loss occurs with large distortion

near the wave peak of the sinesoidal wave.
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Examples for power supply wave forms

‘*Problem  with 2 to 3%__j

Problem with
100 k3 or more Fig. 8-l

(5) Abnormal ambient temperature

* When the ambient temperature for the controller

exceeds 55OC, thyristor overheating may occur in

case of heavy load, causing abnormal firing

or double firing, and an overcurrent will flow.

* Even with a light load, breaker trip is possible

with peak current or disturbed current wave

form from drift of the control circuit etc.

(6) Bad contact of the main circuit

* In case of bad contact on the AC input side,

the same phenomena as in case of phase loss occur,

and commutation loss is caused.

* In case of bad contact on the DC output side,

the control loop opens, so that the full firing

current flows when the contact becomes good again.

(7) Abnormal power supply frequency

* When the frequency drops 10% or more below the

rated frequency, the firing circuit characteristics

changes considerably, and double firing may occur

with forward/reverse switching.

(8) Bad contact of connectors or potentiometers in the

controller
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* Lightly tap the respective places and observe

the operation.

Unsuitable damping setting

* Adjust according to item 8.2. so that the current

does not jump at the start of regenerative braking

and that no large disturbances are caused during

regenerative braking.

The ratio between max. and min value of the current

wave peak value shall be 1.5 or less.

1 . 5  t o  l e s s

Current wave form example

(10) Deviation of the operation point of the firing

circuit

* Take care that the current wave form is not

disturbed in field-off state.

The ratio between max. and min value of the

current wave peak value shall be 1.2 or less.

8.2. DL-SCZ controller damping adjustment

When motor or machine condition and power suppiy condition

have been changed and the controller damping constant

must be changed, proceed according to this documentation.

However, the range differs somewhat according to motor

capacity and machine type.
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slow  speed  response

(small machtne shock)
----A Quick speed response

(large machle  shock)

(good impact response)

Stable range

Large overshoot at the tame of

speed change, but stable I”
stationary  operation

Stable in stationary condition, but easily

subjected to machlne  In f luences .

Shock at the time of speed change.

SPEED CONTROLLER LEAD

T u r n  I” a r r o w  directIon  for stabilization  w i t hlarge machine GDZ and large overshoot.

N o t e : All settings other than notch 0 are stable

and the response is about the same.

SPEED CONTROLLER LAG

Slow current response H y Quick current response
(easy disturbance current wave form)

The speed is stable, but current jump disturbance
may occur, so that the thyrlstor  breaker

may be trippedLarge overshoot at the time of
speed change, but stable ln
stationary  operation

Note:

CURRENT CONTROLLER LEAD

This VR IS related strongly to VR8, and

when VA8 is changed in clockwise dIrectIon,

each range of Vi77 also shifts I” clock\?rise
direction, each range of VR7 also shifts an
clockwise directIon

Quack  c u r r e n t  response slow  current  response

Large overshoot at the time of speed change,
but stable in stationary  operat ion

The speed IS stable, but
current  damps  o r d i s t u r b a n c e s

may cause trlpping  of the
thyristor  breaker. Large possibi I Ity for instabi Iity

Note: T h e  r a n g e  IS s h a f t e d  s o m e w h a t  accordsng

CURRENT CONTROLLER LAG to t h e  rettong o f  VR7.

,
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